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Introduction

This eBook will outline the key digital drivers in marketing management through

creative methods such as videos and offer you personal recommendations. Even if

you have no experience in digital marketing, you'll be able to understand as it is

essentially the content covered in a digital marketing management module

delivered by Dublin Business School as part of their Higher Diploma in Science in

Digital Marketing. 



Chapter 1:

Overview of Digital Marketing

Management Concepts

First let's consider digital inventions and digital companies and their place in the

timeline of the digital landscape.

The management concepts we will be

looking at cover many different areas of

digital marketing such as:

Digital Marketing

Website Design

Social Media Marketing

Email Marketing

Content Marketing

Search Engine Optimisation

Search Engine Advertising

Google Analytics

Mobile Marketing

Podcasting

Viral Marketing

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

Check out this video about digital

transformation and the social media

revolution, by international best selling

author and keynote speaker Erik

Qualman.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=6k_G_h41ZaQ&t=13s

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6k_G_h41ZaQ&t=13s


What exactly is digital marketing?

Digital marketing can be defined as any marketing

efforts that are completed using an electronic

device or the internet. It's goal is to support the

marketing departments goals and activities.

Business's use digital marketing to promote their

products and services, connect with their existing

customers and reach new potential customers.

Digital channels such as websites, email, social

media and search engines are most commonly used

for this. If a business adapts itself to new digital

technologies, media and platforms for example:

mobiles, tablets, Facebook live streams or TikTock,

they can gain a competitive edge over their

competitors.

"Achieving marketing objectives

through applying digital

technologies and media"

(Chaffey, 2020)

Digital Marketing1.

The Zero Moment of Truth (ZMOT) is an important term referring to the point in the

buying cycle when a customer researches a product online, before they are

identified as a customer e.g. googling coffee inside a supermarket. It has

skyrocketed since the internet and mobile rose and there are 3 stages to define

customer interaction with the brand. See the framework diagram and video for

more. Zero: Discovery and awareness. First: Customer is confronted with a product.

Second: Customer purchases a product and experiences it. 

Watch this video

on the

Zero Moment

of Truth

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b8zRfiPfGTw

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b8zRfiPfGTw


It's important to note the difference between

traditional and digital marketing, which is

referred to as click VS brick. Traditional

marketing can be defined as any promotion,

advertising or campaign that took place before

the digital technology rose such as:

Newspapers, billboards, print, TV, flyers, radio,

events and sponsorships.

Traditional

Digital

Marketing:

The Click VS The Brick

In contrast to the brick, we have looked at the click

otherwise known as modern digital marketing methods

like social media marketing and website design. To

compare these let's consider them from a consumer and

a business's point of view.

24 hour access 365 days a year;

convenience, efficiency

More personalised, relevant ads

Interactive content - experiences

The Click Vs The Brick

Consumer Advantages:

Security concerns - data privacy

Bombarded with information - Spam

Consumer Disadvantages:

Customers can be targeted

Measurable, trackable data

Targeting results in more efficient

use of advertising budget meaning

lower investment

Improved distribution channels

Company Advantages:

Operational costs - employees to

monitor and analyse data

Content creation/curation costs

Authenticity concerns - Spam

Company Disadvantages:



2. Web Design

It must be easy to use and the design

must provide functionality and look

professional. Messaging should be

clear and simple. Strong branding can

enhance the design for the user, and

interactivity can boost engagement.

It's important to make it accessible for

those with visual and hearing

disabilities using things like image alt-

tags. 

Above all it must be optimised for

display on all digital devices such as

tablets and mobiles, which is referred to

as responsive web design. If all of these

criteria are met, the website should bring

traffic in and enhance the health of the

brand, it's profile and standing in it's

particular competitive marketplace. 

Good web design can lead to a high

website usability score, meaning the

customer's experience while using it was

excellent. Companies can conduct a

usability test to calculate their score (1-

100). A useful resource is Loop11, also

offering the 22 Serqual questions which

is a popular theoretical framework used

to measure this. Check out: Loop11

(Noble, 2020)

This diagram demonstrates the key elements

of good website design. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pGbWXhL2oVw

http://loop11/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pGbWXhL2oVw


Also, watch this video to

'get serious' about social

media marketing!

Marketing is popular on the following social

media channels both organically and paid:

TikTok, LinkedIn, Twitter, Snapchat, Facebook,

Instagram

Researchers Kietzmann et al have developed a

framework with 7 functional building blocks to

develop their understanding, diagram below.

3. Social Media Marketing

4. Email Marketing

Czerniewicz, Laura. (2013) 

Email or e-mail is short for electronic mail. It is

communicating with end users using electronic

devices. It is expected to continue rising to over

347 billion emails sent per day in 2022. Marketer

Seth Godin, referred to it as "Permission Marketing"

that "offers customers incentives to accept

advertising voluntarily. By reaching out to only those

customers who have expressed an interest" He

states it "enables companies to develop long-term

relationships with customers, create trust, build

awareness and greatly improve the chances of

making a sale". (Godin, 2007)

https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=BCjCbqYs_j0&t=7s

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BCjCbqYs_j0&t=7s


A common definition is "Content marketing is a

strategic marketing approach focused on creating and

distributing valuable, relevant, and consistent content

to attract and retain a clearly defined audience — and,

ultimately, to drive profitable customer action." 

The Content Marketing Institute describe content

marketing as a more modern approach to marketing

"Instead of pitching your products or services, you are

providing truly relevant and useful content to your

prospects and customers to help them solve their

issues.

See the article: Content Marketing Institute

5. Content Marketing

(What is Content Marketing?, 2020)

Read this 

article about SEO

Seth's book "Purple Cow:

Transform Your Business by Being

Remarkable" is a useful resource in

this area. Watch this video of his

discussion on Ted Talk for more:

Text

Images 

Video

Meme

Music

Podcasting

Examples: 

(SEO-e, 2018)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=xBIVlM435Zg&t=353s

https://contentmarketinginstitute.com/what-is-content-marketing/#:~:text=Content%20marketing%20is%20a%20strategic,to%20drive%20profitable%20customer%20action.
https://www.seo-e.com/content-marketing-management/what-is-content-marketing.htm
https://www.seo-e.com/content-marketing-management/what-is-content-marketing.htm
https://www.seo-e.com/content-marketing-management/what-is-content-marketing.htm
https://www.seo-e.com/content-marketing-management/what-is-content-marketing.htm
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xBIVlM435Zg&t=353s


What is Search Engine Optimisation?

It is the process of improving the visibility of

a website  or a web page in search engines

via the "natural" or un-paid ("organic" or

algorithmic") search results.  (Noble, 2020)

Why is it important?

You want your website to rank high in

search results for your keywords, as users

tend to only click on the first few results

listed. Google measured 91.5% of their

Google traffic clicked through on page one,

4.8% for page 2 and !% for page 3.

Therefore mastering this can cut costs in

paid advertising as Google search ads

would not be needed to rank higher if your

business is one of the top recommended

results. 

Keyword Research

The aim is to find out what people are

searching for, what words or phrases they

use, and to incorporate those words,

phrases, questions and answers into the

content in a natural, informative way.

Search Engines will use the keywords that

the searcher uses to find the most relevant

webpage match, as well as considering the

quality of the site.

Term: Click-through-rate

Click-through rate is the ratio of

users who click on a specific link to

the number of total users who view

a page, email, or advertisement. It

is commonly used to measure the

success of an online advertising

campaign for a particular website

as well as the effectiveness of

email campaigns. (Click-through

rate, 2021)

There's On-Page SEO and Off-

Page SEO. On-Page SEO means

taking the keyword research and

applying it to the website content.

Website structure, formatting and

internal linking should adhere to

SEO guidelines. Off-Page SEO

means activities outside of the

website that improve the search

engine ranking. The main activity

involves backlinks to your website,

which vouch for its quality.

6. SEO - Search Engine Optimisation

(Pixabay, 2016)



You may have heard the term "PPC" being

used in these videos. PPC stands for pay per

click. PPC is advertising within the search

results of a search engine. It provides answers

for people who are directly searching for what

they want. When a potential customer

searches for a product that they need, the

paid search result appears above the search

engine results and a click leads the customer

directly to a specific landing page where they

can instantly buy the product. Paid search is

highly trackable, so a direct return on

investment is clear. Versus social investment

for brand and product awareness let’s say.

7. SEA - Search Engine Advertising

Search engine marketing (SEM) can be broken up into 2 parts SEO and SEA.

(Noble, 2020)

Watch this video for a definition of search

engine marketing and to learn the diference

between search engine optimisation and search

engine optimisation advertising within it. To find

out why thy're so important for businesses

today, watch the second video.

What is PPC?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=oxae42kcc9Y&t=13s

https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=V2Kdl9Kuhio&t=189s

https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=BcyYYCeIx9o

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oxae42kcc9Y&t=13s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BcyYYCeIx9o


What is Google Analytics?

"Google Analytics is a freemium web analytics service offered by Google that

tracks and reports website traffic. Google Analytics is now the most widely used

web analytics service on the Internet." (Noble, 2020) 

How do I use it?

To begin analysing a web page using Google Analytics, a unique code is to be

inserted into the web page which acts as a tracking code. Data is transfered from

the website to the system in Google Analytics where it is visualised as a dashboard. 

8. Google Analytics

(Moosend, 2020)

"Without data analytics,

companies are blind and

deaf, wandering out into the

Web like deer on a feeeway."

(Trending: Data & Digital,

2021)

This is a free to use dashboard to help you understand what capabilities it has:

Free Google Analytics Dashboard

The Google Ads Results Algorithm - PPC Adverts - Using Keywords in them

Some keywords are more popular and therefore more expensive than others.

Google Ads has a ranking algorithm that decides which ads will be shown, this is

based on the highest cost per click and the quality score that Google assigns to

the ad.

"This s a small piece of Javascript

code that is made within your

analytics account.  The account

holder generates this code and

then places it into the HTML back

end of their site."  (Noble, 2020)

https://analytics.google.com/analytics/web/#/report-home/a54516992w87479473p92320289


A podcast is an episodic series of spoken

word digital audio files that a user can

download to a personal device for easy

listening. Streaming applications and

podcasting services provide a convenient

and integrated way to manage a personal

consumption queue across many podcast

sources and playback devices. 

Podcasting  is a free service that allows

Internet users to pull audio files (typically

MP3s) from a podcasting Web site to listen

to on their computers or personal digital

audio players. 

The term comes from a combination of the

words iPod (a personal digital audio player

made by Apple) and broadcasting. (Noble,

2020) Watch this video for more!

9. Mobile Marketing

(Noble, 2020)(Noble, 2020)

(Noble, 2020)

10. Podcasting

(Podcast, 2021)

https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=9dXKGJ7jLsk

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9dXKGJ7jLsk


11. Viral Marketing

Viral marketing or viral advertising is a

business strategy that uses existing social

networks to promote a product. 

Its name refers to how consumers

spread information about a product with

other people, much in the same way that

a virus spreads from one person to another.

(Noble, 2020)

This is an example of a viral marketing TV

advert by Old Spice, a big contender in the

viral marketing feild!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uLTIowBF0kE

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uLTIowBF0kE


Chapter 2:

Digital Marketing

Models and Framework

What are marketing frameworks?

A marketing framework is a template with

instructions to explain how to execute a

marketing plan. Business's use

frameworks ensure they achieve their

marketing objectives by using the right

content, for the right audience, through

the right channels, at the right time. Most

have stood the test of time from pre-

digital ara but some are new to address

the needs of the digital age. We'll be

looking at these models and frameworks:

Porters 5 Forces

Boston Matrix

Ansoft Matrix

McKinsey 7 S's

 

The Six I’s of e-Marketing

S.O.S.T.A.C.

The 4 Ps, in its modern form, was first

proposed in 1960 by E. Jerome McCarthy;

who presented them within a managerial

approach that covered analysis,

consumer behavior, market research,

market segmentation, and planning. 

Phillip Kotler, popularised this approach

and helped spread the 4 Ps model.

(Noble, 2020)

The 4P's

The 7P's

The 8D's

 

STP

DRIP -

AIDA - 

Let's go through the list!

The 4 P'S

Noble, 2020)



The 7 P'S

Philip Kotler is an American marketing

author, consultant, and professor; the

S. C. Johnson & Son Distinguished

Professor of International Marketing at

the Kellogg School of Management at

Northwestern University.  (Noble, 2020)

Were the 4Ps sufficient from a

pedagogical perspective, then it 

would provide a complete framework for introductory marketing management text

books. Although a few marketers argue that the 4Ps is increasingly irrelevant to

marketing management practice, and a few others argue that it is conceptually

flawed, most markers continue to use and defend it. Nonetheless, the score of the

4Ps framework is insufficient from both pedagogical and theoretical perspectives. 

(Noble, 2020)

Product

Price

Promotion

Place

People

Process

Physical Evidence

The 7Ps model was also devised by E. Jerome McCarthy and published in 1960 in

his book Basic Marketing. Today, it's recommended that the full 7Ps of the

marketing mix are considered when reviewing competitive strategies. 

The 7Ps helps companies to review and define key issues that affect the marketing

of its products and services and is often now referred to as the 7Ps framework for

the digital marketing mix. (Noble, 2020)

7 Ps more relevant to ‘service’ industry

whilst the 4Ps are more relevant to the

selling of ‘products’.

(Albert, 2021)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=Mco8vBAwOmA&t=11s

https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=eiFM4SZ6n3I&t=6s

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Mco8vBAwOmA&t=11s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eiFM4SZ6n3I&t=6s


Design

How can an/your organisation translate consumers’ needs and

preferences into a product?

Demand

What makes customers consummate an exchange with an/your

organisation?

Didactics

How can an/your organisation inform all stakeholders, but especially

targeted customers about your products and other activities?

Distribution 

How can an/your organisation deliver its products to consumers?

Duty

What are the rights and

obligations of all stakeholders to an/your organisation’s

activities?

Direction

What is the history of an/your organisation and its products?

Diary

What is an/your organisation’s

current culture, vision and mission statement?

Dialectic

What market strategy should an/your organisation

follow?

Given such broad critical limitations of the 4Ps & 7Ps, a new theoretical framework

is needed. Conventional scientific wisdom affirms that asking the right questions is

the most critical step in problem solving, and marketing scholars concur. Eight

disciplines problem solving (8Ds) is a method developed at Ford Motor Company

used to approach and to resolve problems, typically employed by engineers or

other professionals. It is focused on product and process improvement, its purpose

is to identify, correct, and eliminate recurring problems. It may help to overcome

the poor communication that has restricted the dissemination of marketing

knowledge.(Noble, 2020) The eight questions and associated pedagogically

friendly Ds, rather than Ps are as follows:

The 8 D'S

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.
(Noble,  2020)



Market Segmentation

(dividing the market)

 

 

Target Marketing

(deciding which segments to serve)

 

 

Positioning

(establishing a distinct image for the product)

Deciding on which markets to

target is a key strategic

consideration when planning a

digital marketing strategy in the

same way it is key to marketing

strategy.

We will see that a company’s web

presence and e-mail marketing

enables them to target more

focused audiences than many be

possible with other channels.

(Noble, 2020)

To perform segmentation market research and

analysis of customer data is required, either

qualitative and quantitative. There are 3 types

of segmentation: 

Geographic, Demographic, Psychographic

and Behavioural

The expression “market  segmentation”

was first coined by Wendell R. Smith in his

1956 publication Product Differentiation

and Market  Segmentation  as Alternative

Marketing Strategies.  Smith  wrote that

modern marketing appeals to selective

rather than primary buying motives.

mith is generally credited with being the first to introduce the concept of market

segmentation into the marketing literature in 1956 with the publication of his article,

"Product Differentiation and  Market Segmentation  as

Alternative Marketing Strategies." (Noble, 2020)

Segmentation, Targeting and Positioning (STP)

Segmentation, Targeting and Positioning:

Segmentation

(Noble, 2020)



Geographic would be choosing only

customers who live in one postcode, one

city or one country and this criteria is often

to configure Facebook adverts. If you were

selling perishable products like a takeaway

service for example you could choose to

show your adverts only to customers with a

browser registered within 20 miles from

your store, so that you could preserve the
quality of your goods by only delivering to those closest to you on short trips. 

Demographic would be choosing customers who have the following attributes:

(Pickfu, 2021)

Behavioural Segmentation��
Behavioural Segmentation would be choosing customers based on consumer

knowledge, attitudes, uses of a product or responses to a product for example

luxury jewellery as a gift for a loved one. Such as occasions, benefits sought, user

status, users rate, loyalty status.

Targeting

Targeting is picking a specific group or small set of

groups to advertise towards. It is widely described as

the place in the mind of the consumer that the brand

holds, and how it is distinguished from other products

and other competitors.



Differentiate a product or service

 

Reinforce a brand's message

 

Inform or make people aware of a

brand

 

Persuade audiences to behave in

particular ways

Attention, Interest, Desire and

Action (AIDA)

AIDA is an advertising effect model

that identifies the stages that an

individual goes through during the

process of purchasing a product.

One of many models that analyse

and measure the customer's journey

from ignorance to purchase. The

AIDA model is simple, which partly

explains its longevity and

widespread use. The model was

developed in 1898 by St Elmo Lewis

in an attempt to explain how

personal selling works. (Noble,

2020)

Positioning

Positioning is how you want your

business and products to be

perceived in the market. It's

differentiating the offering of

benefits or solutions from your

product/service's in the

customers mind. It's all about the

perception of the product and

the prospect of owning it.

Differentiate, Reinforce, Inform and

Persuade (DRIP)

DRIP can be an alternative to the AIDA

model. It was created by Chris Fill and

will be familiar to readers of his classic

Marketing Communications text.

DRIP:

(Noble, 2020)

Porters 5 Forces

Porter's Five Forces is a framework for analyzing a company's competitive

environment. The number and power of a company's competitive rivals, potential

new market entrants, suppliers, customers, and substitute products influence a 

company's profitability. Michael Porter is the

founder of the modern strategy field and one of

the world's most influential thinkers on

management and competitiveness. (Noble,

2020)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=gHn8IBZSk3c&t=5s

https://www.youtube.com/watch
?v=BwL-orDGS0w&t=3s

https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=XCWHSeDU-zk

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gHn8IBZSk3c&t=5s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BwL-orDGS0w&t=3s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XCWHSeDU-zk


The Ansoff Matrix

The Boston Matrix 

(The Growth/Share Matrix)

The Boston Consulting group's product

portfolio matrix (BCG matrix) is

designed to help with long-term

strategic planning, to help a business

consider growth opportunities by

reviewing its portfolio of products to

decide where to invest, to discontinue 

McKinsey's 7 S's

or develop products. Understanding cash flow is key to making the most of the

BCG matrix. It is used to evaluate the strategic position of the business brand

portfolio and its potential. It classifies business portfolio into four categories based

on industry attractiveness (growth rate of that industry) and competitive position

(relative market share). This aids the company in deciding which products or units to

either keep, sell, or invest more in. (Noble, 2020)

It is used in the strategy stage of the

marketing planning process to identify

which overarching strategy the

business should use and then informs

which tactics should be used in the

marketing activity. Sometimes an

organisation will adopt two strategies

to reach different markets. The Matrix

outlines four possible avenues for

growth, which vary in risk: Market

penetration. (Noble, 2020)

The  McKinsey 7S Model  is

a  framework  for organizational

effectiveness that postulates that there

are seven internal factors of an

organization that need to be aligned

and reinforced in order for it to be

successful. The 7S  Model specifies

seven factors that are classified as

"hard" and "soft" elements. 

Hard elements are easily identified and influenced by management, while soft

elements are fuzzier, more intangible and influenced by corporate culture. The hard

elements are as follows: Strategy, Structure & Systems. The soft elements are as

follows: Shared values, Skills, Style & Staff. (Noble, 2020)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=sNAUWpk_yvs&t=16s

https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=4dKliWrCywM&t=93s

https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=eizr1klq_j8&t=2s

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sNAUWpk_yvs&t=16s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4dKliWrCywM&t=93s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eizr1klq_j8&t=2s


It was developed by McDonald and Wilson in 1999 provides an underlying theory

that distinguishes new digital media from traditional media. With the advancement in

technology and digitalisation, digital marketing enables new forms of interaction

and new models for information exchange. And so with the advancement in

technology and digitalisation, digital marketing enables new forms of interactions

and new models for information exchange. In essence the arrival of the ‘Click’

generation in the late 90’s meant that marketers could no longer rely upon the four

or seven P’s to capture and communicate all the necessary marketing content to

reach and engage with their audiences. ‘Click’. (Noble, 2020)

Interactivity

Interactivity in traditional times were mainly PUSH marketing

driven, whereas today’s E-Marketing digital age, Interactivity is all

about PULL. Here visitors to websites, essentially the targeted

‘audience’, they interact and engage on CMS (Content

Management System), with the objective of extracting a

‘conversion’, which can be in the form of a sign-up, a

subscription, a survey or the ultimate goal for most websites,

especially in the private sector, a ‘purchase’. Interactivity allows

customers to interact on the digital platform in their search for

validation, as according to research by many authors, such as

Edelman, Ireland is one of the ‘least trusting’ nation in the world.

(Noble, 2020)

Intelligence

Intelligence is the second I of Internet Marketing.  Google defines

‘Intelligence’ as the ‘ability to acquire and apply knowledge and

skill’. Digital Marketing Companies such as Hubspot and Marketo

are experts in using digital platforms to attract visitors to

websites.  To do this they gather data, referred to as

‘Intelligence’, about their customers from basic demographics 

InteractivityInteractivity
IntelligenceIntelligence
IndividualismIndividualism

IntegrationIntegration
Industry RestructuringIndustry Restructuring
Independence of LocationIndependence of Location

PUSH Marketing - marketers are pushing information onto customers

PULL Marketing - customer is pulling information in from business

OF INTERNET MARKETINGOF INTERNET MARKETING
THE 6 I'S



such as age, gender, income to lifestyle characteristics (such as

attitudes, interests and opinions) to create psychographic

profiles of a market segment. This data allows marketers to

target products and services to reach and engage these

customers/visitors with the website in the knowledge that they

are interested.  This means they can present solutions to their

needs from this data of Intelligence. (Noble, 2020)

Individualism

The third I is ‘Individualism’. According to the dictionary this

means ‘the habit or principle of being independent and self-

reliant’.  Effectively this I is about is all about looking after

yourself.  It is the belief and practice that every person is unique

and self-reliant, and especially in the United States of America

they are known for having a strong affinity towards individualism

because it was founded by people who sought the freedom to

practice whatever religion they chose. In digital terms

Individualism refers to how the content of a website is relevant

to an individual’s needs.  According to Chaffey & Ellis-Chadwick

‘Individualism is a great way to personalise relevance in all

media’. (Noble, 2020)

Integration

The fourth I of Internet Marketing is ‘Integration’ which marketers

often refer to this as ‘Through-the-line’ marketing. This involves

marketers creating campaigns which include both ATL (About-

The-Line) & BTL (Below-The-Line) marketing strategies. It refers

to this as 360-degree advertising where campaigns are

developed with the vision of brand building as well as

conversions. Integration aims to deliver an ‘Omni-Channel’

marketing approach. Omni-channel marketing is an approach

that provides customers with a completely seamless and

integrated shopping experience from the first touch-point to the

last. That means that each channel works together to create a

unified message, voice, and a brand for your company. (Noble,

2020)

Industry Restructure

The fifth I of Internet Marketing is ‘Industry Restructure’. Since

marketers realised the marketing world changed forever with the

arrival of the Internet and websites, and that no longer was

traditional marketing as effective as befire , the best companies

were the ones which quickly adopted quickly to this marketing



‘shift’ in reaching its audiences. A short-sighted and inward

looking approach to marketing by Thomas Cook Travel that

focused on the needs of the company instead of defining the

company and its products in terms of the customers' needs and

wants. It resulted in the failure to see and adjust to the rapid

changes in their markets. (Noble, 2020)

Independence of Location

The magic of the Internet is captured with the sixth I of Internet

Marketing. Simply referred to as ‘Independence of Location’.

Anyone, anywhere, anytime can access the Internet once they

have a computer device and an Internet connection. This is one

of the most significant shifts in ‘consumer behaviour’ because

the company or the brand no longer dictate the shots, instead

the consumer now has all the power. (Noble, 2020)

Interactivity - Customers starts the conversation or starts

reacting to the conversation 

Intelligence - Consumer data/intelligence is being tracked on

websites and insights derived.

Individualism - Personalisation of communications

Integration - Allow for further scope of IMC (Integrated

Marketing Communications)

Industry Restructuring - Disintermediation & re-intermediaries 

Independence of location - Increase reach of communications

Summary

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

(Noble, 2020)

THE 6 I'S
OF INTERNET
MARKETING

GUCCI

A good example of  these I's are GUCCI and

ASOS. GUCCI use interactvity by linking their 

 seven different social media channels into their

website for the customers to access. Also

signing up to their newsletter provides updates

on new collections and information on GUCCI

that the customer would be interested in. They

also use intelligence by getting them to sign into

their account on the website, so they can collect

click data by customsers on their product pages,

to see what they're interested in and aid their

product line evaluations. They use individualism

by asking the customer how they want to be

addressed (Mrs, Miss, Ms) which creates a

sense of importance and individualism for the

consumer. 



SOSTACSOSTAC
SOSTAC is a planning framework applied to Digital marketing

strategy development.

developed by PR Smith in the 1990's

features in his book "Strategic Marketing Communications"

an extension of the SWOT analysis

helps businesses get ready for marketing campaigns

focuses more on the implementation stages of the process

focuses more on marketing communications

an acronym for Smith's six fundamental facets of marketing

S -  Where are we now?

O - Where do we want to be?

S  - How do we get there?

T  - How exactly do we get there?

A - What is our plan?

C - Did we get there? 

(measuring performance)

(Noble, 2020)



The SOSTAC Plan and the Models  involved in each Stage

(Noble, 2020)

Finalising the SOSTAC Plan with the 3 M's

Once the SOSTAC plan is ready, we should consider the 3 M's for it:

Men/Women = Human Resources to execute the plan

Money = Resources and Budgets

Minutes = Time Allocations



Chapter 3:

Digital Advertising: 

Type, Display, Platforms and Trends

Digital advertising is the same as online marketing or internet/web advertising. It's a

form of marketing and advertising that uses the Internet to deliver promotional

marketing messages to consumers. These are some examples:

Email Marketing

Social Media ads

Native advertising

Programmic advertising

Search Engine marketing

Video ads

 

Affiliate advertising

Display ads

Google Adwords

Retargeting and remarketing

What is Display advertising?

Display advertising is graphic

advertising on Internet websites,

apps or social media through

banners or other advertising

formats made of text, images,

flash, video, and audio. The main

purpose of display advertising is to

deliver general advertisements and

brand messages to site visitors.

(medium, 2020)

Digital vs Display Advertising

Search vs Display Advertising

Digital Advertising Platforms

Trends in Display Advertising

1.

2.

3.

4.

We''ll be looking at:

Digital vs Display Advertising1.

Text from (Noble, 2020)



Video advertising encompasses online display advertisements that have video

within them, but it is generally accepted that it refers to advertising that occurs

before, during and/or after a video stream on the internet.Video ads are primarily

served through video content platforms like Netflix and YouTube. They can also be

distributed through display ad networks & social ad networks. Videos perform well

on both handheld and desktop devices, they’re easy to share, and many marketers

have achieved higher engagement rates with video than with traditional image ads.

Rich Media Ads

Rich media  is a digital advertising term for an  ad  that

includes advanced features like video, audio, or other

elements that encourage viewers to interact and engage

with the content. While text  ads  sell with words, and

display  ads  sell with pictures,  rich media ads  offer more

ways to involve an audience with an ad.

Interstitial Ads

Interstitial Ads are one of the

types of display ads that have

grown in popularity with the rise

of mobile technology. They are

full-screen ads that cover the

interface of a host application.

They appear during transition

points that naturally occur while

users engage with the app,

such as between activities or

during the pause between

levels in a game.

Banner Ads

Video Ads

A banner is a simple image ad that is served onto a web page. Static banner ads

typically consist of a single image file with no audio, video or additional features. 

(Noble, 2020)

(Noble, 2020)

(Noble, 2020)

video completion rate

expansion time

average duration of ad

A number of different metrics exist for

evaluating the performance of video

advertising. These include the following:

Text from (Noble, 2020)



Animated ads

Animation creates movement that naturally

catches the eye and works against banner

blindness, prompting target audiences to

investigate your creative. They can be

combined with audio to create long-form ads

that offer deep or complex explanations

about a product, process or problem.

Text from (Noble, 2020)

Native advertising

Are ads that suit the form and function of the platform they are on.  

(Noble, 2020)

(Noble, 2020)



Retargeting and remarketing

Retargeting is mostly about serving ads to potential customers based on cookies

while remarketing is usually based on email. Remarketing works by collecting the

information of users and creating lists, which are used later to send sales emails.

(Noble, 2020)

See this video for more

on remarketing

(Noble, 2020)

Email marketing is the act of sending a commercial

message, typically to a group of people, using email. In

its broadest sense, every email sent to a potential or

current customer could be considered email marketing.

It involves using email to send advertisements, request

business, or solicit sales or donations. For example

Newsletters which usually inform subscribers about new

products, upcoming events, or promotions. Marketers

tell prospects what they will receive after leaving their

email address in a subscription form. (Noble, 2020)

Email marketing

Text from (Noble, 2020)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uQJO-K3kXgY

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uQJO-K3kXgY


Affiliate marketing is a type of performance-based

marketing in which a business rewards one or more

affiliates for each visitor or customer brought by the

affiliate's own marketing efforts. Sometimes marketers

promote their affiliate programs by offering bonuses to

anyone who purchases the offer. For example, you could

give a free e-book you wrote to any follower who makes a

purchase. Promotions like this encourage customers to buy

by sweetening the deal. (Noble, 2020)

Programmatic Advertising 

Affiliate advertising

Text from (Noble, 2020)

(Noble, 2020)

In programmic adverts the title text of a search advert can change to mimic the

exact text the user has typed into search, to maximise it’s appeal and the chance

of the ad being clicked on.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=a0z5PmfRL9Q&t=3s

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a0z5PmfRL9Q&t=3s


3. Earned Media

Media that was earned

for example, when a

customer posts about a

company, and when a

company reposts it to

their following.

3. Paid Media

Media that is paid for

marketing purposes for

example, when a

company runs a

Google search ad

Google display ad or

Facebook paid ad.

2. Owned Media

Media that is owned

by the company for

example, a company

website, blog, app

and social media.

There are the 3 types of digital display advertising:

Paid Owned Earned

Linking back to the

brick (traditional

marketing) a

companies owned

media would be their

magazines, product

catelgoues.

Linking back to the click

(digital marketing)

earned media can be

anything that is

associated with the

company but created

by the customer. 

Word of mouth is

communication is a

popular form of earned

media.

Goodle search adverts,

Facebook ads are

popular forms of paid

media as they

exchange money for an

advertising space

online. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=wYr-IEsbAeA&t=2s

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wYr-IEsbAeA&t=2s


Facebook Ad Network - Facebook, Instagram, Messenger and mobile apps

Apple Network - mobile display ads, apple search ads for apps in the app store

Youtube Ads - On youtube, Google ads account, Google video partner

websites. 

Google Ad Network - websites signed up to Adsense, google search. 

Twitter - twitter ads and twitter promote

Linkedin: Sponsored content posts, sponsored InMail on LinkedIn. 

Ad Networks and which platforms they will display your ads on!

The main  difference between

search and display ads  is

that  search ads  are

"pull"  advertising  while  display

ads are "push" advertising. It's also

worth noting that  search and

display ads  are set up and run

through different  ad  networks -

a  search  network and/or

a display network. 

2. Search Vs Display advertising

Where as a digital marketer you only pay when potential customers click on your

ad if you have chosen your budget spend to be only ‘CTR’ – Click-Through-Rate!

(Noble, 2020)

Usually a company would choose an agency or use the network tools such as

Google Search Network or Facebook. 

The Google Display Network

What are
Google Ads?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=NV4DCdyLNgU

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NV4DCdyLNgU


one of the largest display ad networks in the world - delivers to apps, websites

effective at driving traffic to websites (receive money per view or click)

serves ads throughout a wide network of apps and non-website media

reach out to potential customers using Facebook’s extensive cache of user data

one of the best display networks for companies that are new to digital advertising

minimum investment 20 dollars

one of the leading mobile display advertisers (App store advertising)

intuitive bidding and targeting system that allows advertisers to pick and choose how

they want their ads to appear

versatile - advertise on video sites, social networks, and mobile apps

gauging customer interest target users in your customer demographic

millions of users every month

targeting system that gauges potential customers by many demographic factors

Google AdSense 

Facebook Audience Network Ads

mMedia

Apple Advertising

Adknowledge

Yahoo Network

1.Google AdSense

2.Facebook Audience Network Ads

3.Media

4.Apple Advertising

5.Adknowledge

6.Yahoo Network

7.Taboola

8.Epom

9.Airpush

10.Leadbolt

3. Display Advertising Platforms

10 Types of

Display Advertising Platforms

Text from (Noble, 2020)



serves ads to publications like The Motley Fool, The Atlantic, and even Netflix

free trial available

lots of different options to reach customers - display, video, and mobile app ad

mobile-only ad network

opt-in only ad basis - app users should be more receptive to advertisers

mobile display network - self-serve and full-service ads

real-time bidding update your bids for different ads

Taboola

Epom

Airpush

Leadbolt

1.Embrace The Power of Video

2.Leverage Native Advertising.

3.Better Targeting = More Return on Investment.

4.Serve up Dynamic, Personalized Ads.

5.Explore New Display

6.Advertising Formats.

7.Create a Clear and Customized Call To Action.

4. Trends in Display Advertising

Text from (Noble, 2020)



What exactly is selling digital media?

Selling digital media is a form of 1-1 marketing where a business uses digital

channels to reach out to prospective customers or educate to provide a product or

solution. A digital product is an intangible asset or piece of media that can be sold

and distributed repeatedly online without the need to replenish inventory. These

products often come in the form of downloadable or streamable files, such as

MP3s, PDFs, videos, plug-ins, and templates.

How Do We Sell Digital Media?

One of the most common channels for selling Digital Media is by creating an e-

Commerce website where you can sell products and services on-line.

What kind of digital media can you sell?

Services like writing, marketing and design, and development work are amongst the

most popular between freelancers.  But then, there are things like eBooks, books,

in fact, all physical items, as well as digital goods, that can be sold and purposed

online through a specific sales page. 

What are the best platforms and tools to sell digital products and downloads?

The most popular channels to sell digital media would be e-Commerce websites

such as Amazon, Shopify, Shutterstock and Apple App Store. Some of these

purchases are click only not brick, in the sense that a physical store is not required

to sell the digital product, just the website. These are some of the best websites

on offer: Facebook Shop, Instagram Shop, Shopify, Sellfry, Gumroad, Easy digital

downloads, e-junkie, click bank, FetchApp, Sendowl, Paytoolbox, Payloadz,

Creativemarkets, Envatomarket, Behance, CMSmart, Selz, Sellwire, Simplegoods,

Etsy. (Text from Noble, 2020)

Chapter 4:

Selling Digital Media

Facebook Marketplace:

Shoppable posts are a

fantastic use of this

platform, meaning website

product pages can be

linked to inside social

media posts on Facebook

and Instagram. Or

customers can buy on-

platform without living it. 

(The Drum Instagram is making influencer posts shoppable, 2021)



What are some benefits of selling digital products over physical products?

Digial products can easily be reproduced and repeatedly sold without

manufacturers. Their digital format means that customers can easily access

products after a quick download of the digital files. 

Examples of digital products you could sell:

Software, Games, Apps e.g. Music production software

Photographs, Digital Artwork, eBooks e.g.  Commissions

Videos, Audio e.g. iTunes songs

Great for driving traffic to specific producs  convience. When you sell a product

using Facebook, your product will be sent to their forfilment centre, where they will

hold the product until it is sold. 

Wordpress WooCommerce:

A free plug-in can be used on a Wordpress website to enable

e-commerce capabilities. You can determine how much

support or functionality you need which will then determine it's

cost to you.

Choose an industry that you have knowledge, passion or

talent for. It is easier to market/sell a product and

experience that you are interested in. Your experience

will be useful to know what the audience are looking for. 



Why create an eBook?

An eBook is a strong inbound marketing channel

which is "any channel that 'attracts' unknown

customers such that they enquire about your

products and services, rather than you going after

them individually (which can only happen if you

have prior information on the prospect)"  (Toolbox,

2020) Interactive stories can be made for

educational or digital portfolio purposes by

combing videos, images, audio and infographics.

B e n e f i t s  o f  e B o o k s

Price

Portable

Shareable

Accessibility

Searchable

Environmentally friendly

Searchable

Engagement

Creating and Selling eBooks

Hubspot defined an eBook as "short for "electronic book," and uses either a

computer, mobile device, or ebook reader to display long-form texts in book form.

Ebooks have multiple digital "pages" that people can navigate through, and are

often packaged as a PDF document so they can easily be sent from one user to

another." (Hussain, 2020)

Promoting an eBook

1. Website landing page (1 specific page to

itself) usually has; the details form to be sent

it, coupons, extracts of the text, reviews.

2. Reviews and testimonials on the landing

page or bloggers pages.

3. Social posts or social links inside the book.

4. Articles on the same topic released on the

blog, linking back to the landing page. ‘buy

now’ 

5. Email newsletter ‘buy now’

6. Paid ad

Tip: Creating an eBook

builds credibility and trust

in the consumer that the

companies knowledge of

a topic or field is sound. 

Chapter 5:

EBooks



Content should offer value

eBooks are based on trust and evidence so they require plentifal research

Should be undatable

Adaptable to screen, accessible; font size changable

Enable DRM (Digital Rights Management)

Cover art suits the genre’s marketplace and is readable as a thumbnail

File format and it's compatibility with readers

Audience

Distribution

When creating an eBook consider the following:

It has been proven that websites with an eBook rank higher in organic search,

because reputable websites will link towards it and the website, which builds

strong back links which boost search ranking.

It's a unique way to create value by providing a useful resource that can appeal

to a wider demographic. 

There is a value exchange where a free eBook is offered in exchange for the

user's contact details and newsletter sign up which help generate leads. 

Ebooks are sharable which can help a business to build brand awareness.

Key Facts:

5 Benefits of Self

Publishing an eBook:

Confidence building

Establish expertise    

Quick and easy    

Revenue   

Accessible

Ebooks are usually created for self publication or as part of a marketing strategy.

They are an opportunity for businesses to repurpose content that has been

published for example converting a past How-To article into a new How-To eBook.

They can also be linked to in blogs and on social media to direct readers to it.

Self Publication



for Amazon Kindle

Format: AZW or AZW3 file

Pro's: Free, High 70% royalties, fast upload 24 hours

for Kobo reader, iPad/iPhone/iPod touch, android

devices (amazon tablets), Nook, Sony reader

Format: Epub file

Pro's: Their search feature uses algorythms based

on headings, sub-categories and 7 keywords set for

your eBook to be discovered. 

Con's: Not compatible with Amazon kindle.

Top platforms to release an eBook with include:

Amazon

Kobo, Apple iBooks, Barns and Noble

Book Baby, Draft2Digital and Streetlib...

eBook Platforms, File Types and Devices

Tip:

PDF's enable high end qaulity

and are easy to open on many

devices. Epub's are data rights

management protected. 

80%
of the eBook market in

UK and US is on Amazon

AMAZON ADSAMAZON ADS
AMAZON EBOOK

25%
of the eBook market in

Canada is on Amazon Kobo

KOBO
Will convert your text to ePub

format to publish it on Kobo

DRAFT2DIGITAL

Can publish your eBook to several stores in their network of partners such as:

Amazon, Apple Books, Barnes and Noble, Kobo, Tolino, OverDrive, Bibliotheca and

many more... by converting a Word .doc.

STREETLIB

A global distribution platform popular in Europe & Latin America. 

eBook file availability for device types:

PC or Mac: EPUB or PDF

iPad, iPhone and iPod Touch: EPUB or PDF

Kindle and Kindle Fire: MOBI or PDF

Android: EPUB

Nook: EPUB

Sony: EPUB

Other eReaders: EPUB



eBook Creator Platforms

and Recommendations

This is a list of some of the top ebook

creator platforms available today.

These are some key points about each platform!

simple and easy to use to create ebooks

share a code with others so they can view your ebook

commonly used for teaching resources

text, images, audio and video

interactive stories and digital portfolios

many graphic design templates that are named by platform

with the correct dimensions ready

social media graphics, presentations, posters

free to use photo, illustration, video library

embed videos and social media feeds into the page

social media, blogs, marketing materials

ready-made graphic design templates

free to use photos, animations, illustration library

text and photo based - less design capabilities or integrations

download the software onto a desktop

Kindle Create; used to make a Microsoft file into ebook file

Kindle Create; create a publishable file (in KPF format).

Kindle Cover; make cover (online ebook & physical print) this is

an online.

Kindle Direct Publish; Upload the KPF file, list it on Amazon

using this tool online.

Book Creator

Canva

Crello

Kindle

Book Creator

Canva

Crello

Kindle

Designrr

Flipsnack

Kotobee

Lulu

Visme

1

2

3

4

9



digital flipbooks, magazines, catelogues, albums, lookbooks

many sophiticated templates, more detailed than Canva's

they sell e-books, audiobooks, e-readers and tablet

computers

create interactive ebooks with video, audio, 3D, book

widgets, questions

educational, training uses

print-on-demand, self-publishing, and distribution platform

American publishing company reaching over 40,000 retailers

around the world

create interactive ebooks 

embed them ebooks a webpage

data visualisations - charts and graphics

free photo and animation library

Flipsnack

Kotobee

Lulu

Visme

Only platform that can repurpose video/audio content into e-

books/blog posts

Powerful content repurposing tool that creates e-books and

blog posts

Collects from various different content sources. 

Designrr5

6

7

8

9



eBooks in Marketing Campaigns

driving safely in various weather conditions according to the online polls they

conducted and bloggers. There was also an infographic posted on social media

about the annoying things drivers do which was intended to be shared by

influencers/bloggers they contacted about the campaign. 

The Results:

As we have previously considered, having an eBook on a business's website can

boost it's search ranking by increased keyword availability for customers search

queries and building reputable back links. Chill insurance's eBook compaign

resulted in a significantly higher rank in organic search for their keywords.

In addition, organic sessions (visits from search engines without clicking on paid

search adverts) increased by 131% and conversions (purchases) increased by 196%.

An example of using an

eBook at the centre of a

marketing campaign is Chill

Insurance's ebook "Irelands

Most Beautiful Drives".

Download the ebook using

this link: Irelands Most

Beautiful Drives.The goal of

the ebook was to offer it for

free on the website to

encourage driving in Ireland,

by sharing the most popular

drives and give advice on

(Noble, 2020)

https://www.chill.ie/blog/irelands-beautiful-drives-ebook/


Set Clear Goals. When launching a digital campaign, you first need to set clear

goals.

 Know Your Metrics. 

Choose The Right Tools.

Determine Clear Targets and Time Frames. 

Bring It All Together

Drive/Increase Traffic to a website/brick

Increase ‘average’ spend or spend 

Grow brand awareness

Increase ‘engagement’

Launch a new product or service

Increase the time of day to bring traffic/spend to a click/brick

Target a specific audience/generation/persona

Google Analytics  

Hootsuite

Facebook Analytics

Later

Whatagraph

What what we mean by managing and evaluating a campaign?

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Management thinker Peter Drucker is often quoted as saying that “you can't

manage what you can't measure.” Drucker means that you can't know whether or

not you are successful unless success is defined and tracked. (Noble, 2020)

Refering to SOSTAC

The C stood for the Control stage in the SOSTAC marketing plan. It can be used to

measure and evaluate a campaign:

How do we know we are getting there?

How do we monitor Performance?

Digital marketers manage campaigns while they are live, meaning they  can analyse

it using the SOSTAC model and data tools to see what's working and what's not

working, then optimise it to be more successful and cost- efficient. 

For example: Facebook, Insights, WordPress Site Stats, Google Analytics

There are a few key goals or campaign objectives that are often the focus of a

digital marketing campaign, they are as follows:

These are also the areas that need to be analysed with analytics tools such as:

Chapter 6:

Managing and Evaluating Campaigns

Talkwalker

Analisa

WordPress

Analytify



Google Analytics 4 (G4)

The latest iteration of Google's web analytics platform, dubbed Google Analytics 4,

is now available. The new property type includes expanded predictive insights,

deeper integration with Google Ads, cross-device measurement capabilities and

more granular data controls.

Google Analytics

Another method of control and

evalaution is the Google analytics tool.

For your website, Google Analytics

would be used, whereas for your online

shop Google Merchanise would be used

to view an analytics dashboard without

the need for a website or access to the

website.

These is an introductory video to the

software that I recommend watching. 

This is a video explaining how to

integrate it into your Wordpress site.

(Nguyen and Nguyen, 2021)

Anyone can view how a Google Analytics dashboard would look like for their website

at this link:  Analytics.Google.com

This is a useful walk-through of Google Merchandise Store for your shop at the link:

Google Merchanise Store.com

"Google Tag Assistant" is Google Analytics help

https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=RL61v47WyHs

https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=mo8T1pPDZEE

https://analytics.google.com/analytics/web/
https://your.googlemerchandisestore.com/index
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RL61v47WyHs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mo8T1pPDZEE


Hootsuite

You can use Hootsuite for a dashboard of social posts

and analytics. Everything is in one place, even social

engaging with posts as you would on a platform. Can

share results with members of team using share

button.

With just one platform users are able to do the simple

stuff like curate cool content and schedule posts all

the way up to managing team members and

measuring ROI. (Noble, 2020)

This video is an introduction to the

dashboard available on Hootsuite.

I've also included an article that acts

as a guide to the software:

CoreCamp.com

(Aspire Internet Design 7 Benefits

of Using Hootsuite to Manage

Your Social Media, 2021)

Analytify

Google Analytics Dashboard widget

by  Analytify  is a dashboard widget which

provides Stats from Country, Referrers,

Social media, General stats, Top pages and

Top keywords in a widget at WordPress

dashboard along with other widgets.

Though Analytify has its own dashboard for

Google Analytics. (Noble, 2020)

This is a video review of Analytify

Google Analytics tool.

Later

Is an analytics dashboard used for Instagram business profiles.

Later's Instagram Analytics let you monitor trends in your Instagram's overall

performance, measure weekly and monthly growth, and discover which of your

posts are driving the most engagement. ... bio, you can track the total number of

visits and clicks to your website from Instagram! (Noble, 2020)

Analisa

Is another dashboard used for Instagram business profiles.

Analisa.io is the world's first AI-powered Instagram and TikTok social analytics tool

that can analyze any public profile or hashtag to help businesses of every type and

size succeed in social media. (Noble, 2020)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=1LCx10zC72k&t=3s

https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=1WeFchLGo44

https://comparecamp.com/hootsuite-review-pricing-pros-cons-features/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1LCx10zC72k&t=3s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1WeFchLGo44


I recommend this article to learn about using the dashboard:  Buffer.com

Facebook Analytics

This is a preview of the dashboard you would see that has

analysed your most recent social media posts. There are

many visualisations available such as line charts to view

likes and views over a time period or a geographic chart

to view where your visitors IP addresses are located. 

(Noble, 2020)

To access Facebook Page Insights, go to your Facebook Page and click Insights in

the top menu. If you don't see  Insights in the menu, click More to bring it up. You'll

be taken straight to your Overview, which you can access again at any time by

clicking Overview in the left-hand menu. (Noble, 2020)

Whatagraph

Whatagraph is an online tool that tracks website and social analytics data,

combines it, and automatically creates visual infographic reports. Used by digital

marketing agencies and independent website owners to save time and present

analytics data in a way their clients can easily understand. (Noble, 2020)

It's a bit like Visme which also creates graphs by inputting data to the platform.

Talkwalker

Talkwalker is your extra set of eyes and ears. Its AI powered analysis provides real

time insights into what's happening on all social channels and online media, across

187 languages. This enables you to quickly identify issues and complaints before a

crisis hits.(Noble, 2020)

https://buffer.com/library/facebook-insights/


Usability Tests - of the website

Mystery Shoppers - to take the purchasing journey

A/B tests of the website on a regular basis

Customer satisfaction surveys

Site visitor profiling

Net Promoter Survey

Loop 11 - As I previously mentioned in the beginning of this ebook in this web

design section of digital marketing concepts, Loop11 is a fantastic resource to

create usability tests. The results can be analysed and changes implemented to

optimise it's user-friendly design: Loop11.com

Usability Hub - Is another very popular software to create usability tests. I find it

more simple and straight forward to use, with more guidance available than

Loop 11, which is created from scratch.  Their templates are ready to use based

on your needs, from design to navigation tests: Usability Hub

Other ways to control and evaluate a campaign include:

Recommended Resources:

I've included some resources that are available to test a website's usability and the

A-B pathways that users take to navigate through the website. For example,

watching someone navigate from the homepage to the checkout, to see if it took

longer than you expected or if they visited more pages in order to get there than

you expected. This would indicate that it was less easy to use.

Usability Tests: 

A-BA-BA-B

(Usability Hub Homepage, 2021)

https://www.loop11.com/
https://usabilityhub.com/


Artificial Intelligence (AI)

Robotics

Bio-metrics

Nanotechnology

Augmented Reality (AR)

Virtual Reality (VR)

The Internet of Things (IOT)

5G, 6G

Blockchain

Analytics

Cybersecurity

What does the term 'emerging technologies' mean?

Technologies that are still being developed or could be available in

approximately 5-10 years are referred to as emerging technologies. The

term is often used for technologies that are currently or are expected to

create significant social or economic change. 

What are some emerging technologies in 2021?

Are you ready for exponential change?

Watch this video about digital transformation

by futurist keynote speaker Gerd Leonhard. 

What is Artificial Intelligence?

Artificial Intelligence is defined as "the simulation

of human intelligence in machines that are

programmed to think like humans and mimic

their actions. The term may also be applied to

any machine that exhibits traits associated with a

human mind such as learning and problem-

solving." (Frankenfeild, 2020)

Chapter 7:

Emerging Technologies

Internet connected devices, Wearable Technology

Face recognition

Chat bots, voice reconition, auto content creation

GDPR

IKEA can display their furniture in your living room

VR Headsets can transport you to another world

New currency like Bitcoin

Data Tools

https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=ystdF6jN7hc

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ystdF6jN7hc


What facial recognition steals from us

Watch this video to find out more about

facial recognition.

How Facebook use Artifical intelligence and

Biometrics

Facebook use AI to scan user photos, identify

faces using facial recognition software and

make friend suggestions based on the

connection found between those faces, such

as a group photo. They have also faced

controversy for collecting and storing facial

data recognition without the user's consent,

also known as bio-metrics, which this video

explains facial recognition in more detail. 

Gmail

Google have pioneered AI in their Gmail accounts

by automatically catagorising emails according to

it's content and the users previous behaviour with

that content, such as marking an email as important.

Utilising user behaviour data is also known as

'machine learning'. In 2015 Google launched smart

reply which automatically produces 3 responses

according to the email's content, so the user can

respond quicker, and Google are developing more

complex response capability. 

Auto Pilot

AI has been used to aid autopilot

in commercial flights since 1914.

The New York Times reported

that take off and landing amount

to only 7 minutes of the flight's

duration that require a human

pilot's expertise, based on the

average flight of a Boeing plane. It

has been predicted that using AI

for self-driving cars would reduce

the number of accidents by 90%

and more efficient ride sharing

would reduce the number of cars

on the road by 70%. 

Artificial Intelligence

https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=cc0dqW2HCRc&t=187s

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cc0dqW2HCRc&t=187s


Augmented reality & Virtual Reality (VR)

The average number of wi-fi connected devices in Irish homes will

double. Current research shows that the average number of

connected devices in Irish homes is at ‘10’. This is now expected to

double in 2021 (John Noble)

The Internet of Things

Cyber security  refers to the body of technologies, processes, and practices

designed to protect networks, devices, programs, and data from attack, damage,

or unauthorized access.  Cyber security  may also be referred to as information

technology security. (Noble, 2020)

Robotics, design, construction, and use

of machines (robots) to perform tasks

done traditionally by human

beings.  Robots  are widely used in such

industries as automobile manufacture to

perform  simple  repetitive tasks, and in

industries where work must be performed

in environments hazardous to humans.

(Noble, 2020)

Data Analytics

Changing Technologies: Steve Jobs talks  

about the internet 25 years ago (1995)

How technology is changing

business faster than ever before

https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=f9MwaH6oGEY

https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=mm2A5tKVIpg

https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=KNWDwwLYAx4

https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=8KZdA2O3H1k&t=4s

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f9MwaH6oGEY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mm2A5tKVIpg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KNWDwwLYAx4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8KZdA2O3H1k&t=4s
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